EROS RAMAZZOTTI
VITA CE N’È
Album Notes
Per il resto tutto bene (ft. Helene Fisher)

Music: Fabio Gargiulo, Federica Abbate - Lyrics: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate, Cheope

This sharp and merciless analysis of the traditions and customs of contemporary society lays bare vices,
short-sightedness and inhumane arrogance. The only ironical and somewhat cynical consolation is that
“Per il resto tutto bene” (everything else is all right).
Vita ce n’è

Music: Matteo Buzzanca, Domenico Calabró - Lyrics: Eros Ramazzotti, Matteo Buzzanca, Domenico Calabró

A strong and powerful song that conveys an optimistic message of hope in the notes of the lead guitars,
whose tune is catchy from the very first time one hears it. It is a slogan, a wish, a way of saying “let’s move
on” because “we shall start again together, the direction isn’t just one”. A dedication from Eros to his friend
Pino Daniele.
Vale per sempre (ft. Alessia Cara)
Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate, Dario Faini, Tommaso Paradiso - Lyrics: Cheope, Ray Heffernan

A promise of endless love without an expiry date, a statement that fears neither time nor distance because
an eternal promise is renewed every day, every instant.
Siamo

Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate, Dario Faini - Lyrics: Cheope

Awareness of our true nature, the certainty of being in two, of being humans who understand and love
each other. The value of all that makes up a couple, of what you and I are, "stones thrown against the sky,
that penetrate the night and reach the stars, soul mates" who long and hope for better times that “have as
yet to come”.
In primo piano
Music: Lorenzo Jovanotti Cherubini, Christian Rigano, Riccardo Onori - Lyrics: Lorenzo Jovanotti Cherubini

A distant love that is also close by, so close as to be “in the limelight”. A love that places the heart in its
proper place and breaks it into pieces, a love that is both confusing and moving, a feeling that causes “the
stars to align in the sky, everything that is non-existent to disappear, and everything seems so real”.
Ti dichiaro amore

Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Bungaro, Cesare Chiodo, Edwyn Roberts, Stefano Marletta - Lyrics: Eros Ramazzotti, Bungaro,
Cesare Chiodo, Edwyn Roberts, Stefano Marletta

Love is once again the protagonist of an invitation to invent normality together and to remain what we
have always been “while the world changes around us”. A genuine declaration of love “with all its
consequences”, a promise to listen, to change, to “remain every time we die”.
Per le strade una canzone (ft. Luis Fonsi)
Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate, Cino - Lyrics: Cheope - Lyrics Adaptation: Ignacio Maño Guillen

Feeling free like music that spreads everywhere and in any situation, travelling the world with lighthearted happiness, “just as a song does on the streets”. A hymn to music, to sharing, to the entertainment
that is found in the good vibes of reggaeton, the perfect expression.

Una vita nuova

Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate, Cino, Lyrics: Cheope

The certainty that our soul mate is somewhere in the world, our missing part, who we shall meet sooner
or later, and finally feel complete. And when this happens, we shall recognise him or her instantly, and it
will be “the first day of a new life”.
Ho bisogno di te
Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Enrico Nigiotti - Lyrics: Enrico Nigiotti

Admitting “without too many words” that we need someone, his or her confusion, “even if everything is
falling apart”, even if that special person is wrong, and even during a quarrel. A need that links contrasting
lives, that charges even silence with words, the choice confirmed “amidst a million 'I wish...’”.
Due volontà
Music: Paolo Antonacci, Placido Salamone - Lyrics: Paolo Antonacci

“We are two wills that have chosen each other”. Without duress, free to decide, to feel safe within the
feeling that “if you like, even later, I will be for you…”. The daily choice of love that is deeply aware and
renewed.
Nati per amare
Music: Fortunato Zampaglione - Lyrics: Fortunato Zampaglione

The invitation to “pursue a feeling”, to relax and drift “beyond the fears of one who has already suffered”.
An exhortation to learn about life beyond its difficulties, “to love as a form of defence, to dream and to
change reality”. Loving is a necessity, an instinct, something all humans have in common in their quest for
completeness.
Dall'altra parte dell'infinito
Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate - Lyrics: Eros Ramazzotti, Cheope

A song on life after life outlined by a whisper. When we lose our parents, we become orphans, but no words
can describe the immense void experienced by the loss of a son or a daughter. A piece of news inspires a
tale based on a true story. The story of a father who attempts to fill this void by writing a letter to his son
every evening , telling him about life that continues on this earth, and talking to him because he believes
that “nothing is over, nothing is past, you have only drifted to the other side of the infinite”.
Buonamore
Music: Eros Ramazzotti, Federica Abbate - Lyrics: Eros Ramazzotti, Cheope

Our most beautiful wish for every person we love. Especially for a son, a daughter. The wish for a life filled
with love, torn between the urge to protect and awareness of the need to leave them free. With the promise
of always being there, anyhow, "if you still need a small part of me".
Avanti così

Music: Mario Lavezzi, Lyrics: Mogol

An invitation to keep moving on, despite daily problems, passing time, the absence of somebody that
becomes a wait, a quest, unspoken thanks and hard words erased by a kiss.

